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THE HOMOTOPY TYPE OF THE SPACE

OF DIFFEOMORPHISMS. I

by

dan burghelea(l) and richard lashof(2)

ABSTRACT.  A new proof is given of the unpublished results of Morlet

on the relation between the homeomorphism group and the diffeomorphism

group of a smooth manifold.   In particular, the result  Diff(Dn, 3 ) ä

Bn+ (Top   /0 ) is obtained.   Themain technique is fibrewise smoothing,
n      n

0. Introduction. Throughout this paper "differentiable" means C°° differenti-

able.   By a diffeomorphism, homeomorphism, pi homeomorphism, pd homeomor-

phism /: M —» M, identity on K, we will mean a diffeomorphism, homeomorphism,

etc., which is homotopic to the identity among continuous maps h: (¡A, dM) —*

(M, dM), identity in K.

Given M a differentiable compact manifold, one considers Diff(Mn, K) and

Homeo(M", K) the topological groups of all diffeomorphisms (homeomorphisms)

which are the identity on K endowed with the C00- (C  )-topology.

If K is a compact differentiable submanifold with or without boundary (possi-

bly empty), Diff(Mn, K) is a C°°-differentiable Frechet manifold, hence

(a) Diff(M", K) has the homotopy type of a countable CW-complex,

(b) as a topological space Diff(M", K) is completely determined (up to home-

omorphism) by its homotopy type (see [4] and [13j).

In order to compare Diff(M", K) with Homeo(M", K) (as also with the com

binatorial analogue of Homeo(Mn, K)), it is very convenient to consider the semi-

simplicial version of Diff(* • •) and Homeo(- • •), namely, the semisimplicial groups

Sd(Diff(Mn, K)) the singular differentiable complex of Diff(M", K) and

S HomeoOW", K) the singular complex of Homeo(M'\ K).  If r: |M"| -»Misa

differentiable triangulation (see [26] or [21]) we can also consider the  semisim-

plicial complexes   PLdATI.r^/Oand PD(|Mn|,r, K) where PL(|M"|, i_1(K)) is
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a semisimplicial group.   The ¿-simplexes are pi (piecewise linear) homeomor-

phisms

a: AU] x |AT| -» A[k] x \Mn\

\   /
AU]

respectively, pd (piecewise differentiable) homeomorphisms

o: A[*]x|M"| -»AWxM"

which commute with the first factor projection and restrict to the identity on

A[k] x t"  (K).   The right composite by t induces a semisimplicial injective map

» of the first semisimplicial complex into the second which is a homotopy equiva-

lence.

The semisimplicial groups S Diff(- • •), S Homeo(.-.), PL("-) and the semi-

simplicial complex PD(" • •) suggest one should consider simultaneously the semi-

simplicial^) groups Diff(M", K), Ho^o(M", K), PL(|M"|, /_IK) and the simpli-

cial complex PD(M", t, K) whose k simplices are diffeomorphisms h: AU]x M~»

AU] x M, homeomorphisms h: AU] x M —» AU] x M, pi homeomorphisms

h: AU] x |M| —• AU] x \M\ or pd homeomorphisms h: AU] x |M| —♦ AU] x M so

that the following properties are satisfied:

(l)A|AU]x K=id, ¿>|AU]x K = id or h\A[k] x t~ l(K)= t,

(2) h(dA[k]x M)Cd.A[k] x M, ¿(¿.AU] x |M|)C d.A[k] x M ör

h(d.A[k]x \M\)Cd.A[k]xM.

The group structure of Diff(*"), Homeo(.*'), PL("-) is given by composi-

tion.  Surgery methods plus smoothing theory permit  (at least from a theoretical

point of view) the description of the homotopy type of Diff, PL, Horneo (for homo-

topy groups see [2]).   Our principal aim here is to study Diff(Mn, K) and to get

information about its homotopy type.  We do this by studying the relationship

between different groups, Diff, Homeo, PL, Diff, Homeo, and PL.  We use the

results obtained by comparing these semisimplicial and simplicial groups to get

information about Diff(M", K) and also about Topn, PLn, Top and PL.   The

present paper follows essentially these ideas.   The main results are contained

in §4 of Part I and §§5, 6, 7 of Part LT., and they will be briefly reviewed below.

In order to state the results it will be convenient to fix some notations.   Let M

be a differentiable manifold and 0(n) —» T   —» M" the principal tangent bundle

(') These simplicial groups and complexes have no degeneracies.
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of M.   Because the inclusions  O   —»Top ,  0   —+0,0   —»Top   —» Top, are
n n       n n n

group homomorphisms, we can consider the principal bundle Top   —* T   —» M

and also the principal bundles  0 —> T   —> Mn, Top —» T   —» M" associated with

0   -*Td — Mn.  We also consider the bundles Top /0   -» P' -» M" and Top/0-*
n rn     n *

Pl —» Mn associated in an obvious way.   Because the bundles T  —* M and T —*

M, come from an 0 -principal bundle, the bundles Pl —» M and Pl —» M have a

natural continuous cross-section (up to homotopy) s.   If Mn has nonempty

boundary, the bundle Top  /0   —> Pl/dM —* dM contains the subbundle

ToP«-l /0n-\   ~* 9pt ~* dM'  We denote b,/ r(P'' s)' respectively F(Pl, s), the

basepointed space of all continuous cross-sections of P   —► M, respectively P'~*

M, endowed with the C -topology and with s as base point.

We denote by T(Pl, dPl, s) the subspace of T(P', s) consisting of those

cross-sections whose restrictions to dM aie cross-sections of  dP   ~* dM; by

T   (P , s), respectively T   (P , s), the subspaces of r(-") consisting of those

cross-sections which agree with s on K; and by T   (P ,aP , s) the intersection

HP', dP\ s) n rK(P', s).

Essentially the same constructions can be made in the PL case, modulo

some technical difficulties due to the fact that there is no naturally defined map

from 0   into JPL i.(4) We use instead the natural inclusion of S 0   in PD .
n n       , n n

Under composition, S  0   acts freely on the left of PD , while PL    acts freely

on the right of PDn (of course the sides in which these groups act can be

reversed, by the usual trick).  Writing 0   for S 0 , we construct the bundle  Ppl

as follows: Let S     be the principal semisimplicial tangent bundle of \M\.  Since

PL   —» PD    is a homotopy equivalence, Sp  xp,     PD     is homotopy equivalent

to Sp .  Since the action of 0n on PDn commutes with the action of PL , we may

divide by 0 ; and we set Ppl = \(Spl xD.    PD   )/0 |.  Then we have the fibra-
'71 r* L>n n ft

tions ÍPDn/Onl -»P*' — |M|,and jPDj -» Tpl -» \M\, where Tpl =

\Splxv,     PD |.   The bundles fpl and Ppl are constructed similarly.   The

spaces of cross-sections T(P   , s) etc., are then defined.

The main result of §4 claims that for any K"~   C dM, a compact differenti-

able submanifold of the boundary, there exist basepoint preserving continuous

maps

(1) il: \S Homeo(M", K)/SdDif((Mn, K)\ -* rK(Pl, aP\ s) and

(2) ipl: |PD(M", K)/SdDiff(Mn, K)\ -» FK(Ppl, dPp\ s)

which induce an injective correspondence for connected components and homo-

topy equivalence on any connected component (in case (1) n £ 4).

This theorem (for K- dM as also for dM = 0 ) has been announced by C.

Morlet in 1969 [20] (essentially it goes back to Cerf [6] who has conjectured and

(4) If X is a semisimplicial complex, we denote by i.Y¡ its geometric realization.
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proven, for n = 3, that ^.(Diff(Dn, <9D")) = n.  _  ,(Top /0 )),  but since then no

complete proofs have appeared.   Partly, this work is our attempt to understand

and prove Morlet's statement.  Actually, it seems that the present proof is differ-

ent from Morlet's ideas.

One should also notice that there exist basepoint preserving maps

(1 ') P: |Ho^o(M", <?M")/DiTf(Ar, dMn)\ — raM(Pl, s) and

(2') f»'*: ¡PD(M", dM^/DiifW", dM")\ — Tm(Ppl, s)

with a similar property.   Moreover, we have the following commutative diagram

«': \S Homeo (Mn, dMn)/Sd Diff (Mn, dMn)\-yrdM(P', s)

¿ ': Homeo (M", <9M")/Diff (M", dM") -y T M(Pl, s)

and the corresponding commutative diagram involving i    and i p .

In Part TJ, we will give applications of Morlet's result.  The main theorem

of §4 enables us to extend results of Cerf and Wagoner-Hatcher to the pi and

topological cases.   More precisely, if Mn is a closed(5) differentiable manifold,

t: |M"| r-* M" a differentiable triangulation and

Cd(M") = Diff (M" x [0, 1], Mn x fOi),      CKM") = Homeo(Mn x [0, l], AT x {0])

and

Cpl(Mn) = PL(|A1"| x [0, 1], |M"| x Í01)

then we derive 7r0(Cd(Mn)) « n^C'iM")) ~ n0(Cpl(Mn)) (the first isomorphism

requires n /= 3, 4.

To illustrate the usefulness of this result we recall, firstly, that Cerf (in the

simply connected case) and later on Hatcher and Wagoner (in general) have com-

puted iT0(C (Mn)), and, secondly, notice the existence of the following commuta-

tive diagram with exact rows.

-»ir.(Diff (AT))      -*jr.(Ditf(Mn))       ■*ñACd(Mn))7 -*nn(Di(((Mn))       -» ir.(5îff (Mn))   -*0

\ I i I I
-*wx(PL<|M"|»      -»ir^PUlM"!))       - r70(C'(Mn))   -.ir0(PL(|M"|))      -rr0(PL(|M"|)) -0

I i \ 1 i
-»^(Horneo (Mn))  -.ir^HomeoiM"))   -*n0iC'(M"))     -»irn(Homeo(Aln))   •+ >r0(Homeo (M"))-»0

Another immediate corollary of the main result is Diff(D", <9D")~

Q"+1(PL /O )(6) (~ means homotopy equivalent).  This fact enables us to define

(5) By closed manifold, we always mean a compact manifold without boundary.

(6) By abuse of notation we will sometimes write PL  /O   for (PD  /O ).
* n      n n     n

(7) nlC(Mn)) is a quotient map of ttSC(,M )).
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in §7 a new multilinear pairing

ir.(Diff (Dn, dD")) ® rtS ® • • • ® ttS -♦ it. .    (Diff (Dn, dD"))

c
for r. < i + n, r. < i + n + r.t• • •, r, < i + n + r. + • • • + r.   ., where it. denotes

the /'th stable homotopy group of the sphere S .  This pairing allows us to check

for many pairs of indices (i, n) that it.(Di({(Dn, dDn)) contains Z .  These com-

putations improve considerably the list of nontrivial homotopy 77.(Diff(D  , dD ))

(see [3]), and also give the first examples of  nontrivial  elements   in

77f(Diff(D", dDn)) which survive in T1     2- j for i > n (as also for i > kn for any

integer k).

In §5 we discuss the homotopy properties of Topn, PL^, Top, and PL and

give some new results and conjectures about their homotopy groups.

The major new technique of our proof is fibrewise smoothing in §2.   It

enables us to prove in particular that a fibrewise smoothing of a topological

bundle is a differentiable bundle (Theorem 2.6).

1. The semisimplicial complexes of embcddings (E~), immersion (Im~), and

bundle representations (R~). Let Al" be a compact connected differentiable mani-

fold with nonempty boundary, Pn an interior collar of dMn (i.e. P is the image

of a differentiable imbedding of dM x [O, l] in M which restrict to the identity on

dM). We denote by M the open differentiable manifold M U dM x [O, 00) and by

Ma = M U dM x [0, a].   Let t: \M"\ -» M be a differentiable triangulation (\Mn\

being a pl-manifold) so that |P"| = t~ (P) is a pl interior collar.  We define

|A1| = \M\ u d\M\ x [0, oo)    and    |Mj = \M\ U r9|M| x [0, a]

and extend t to a differentiable triangulation t : |M| —* M.

We introduce the semisimplicial groups Diff(Mn, P), Homeo(M , P),

PL(|M"|, \P\) and the semisimplicial complex Pd(M", /;. P).

The jfe-simplexes of these complexes are diffeomorphisms, homeomorphisms,

pl homeomorphisms or pd homeomorphisms

o: AU] x M -► AU] x M a: AU] x |M| -* AU] x |M|

\  / N   /Aur Aur

o: AU] x |M| -♦ AU] x M

AU]'
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which agree with the identity (respectively with t in the pd case) on a neighbor-

hood of AU] x P.   The operators s. and d. are obviously defined, and the compo-

sition makes Diff( ), Homeo( ), PL( ), semisimplicial groups.

Let Nn be an open differentiable manifold and i': |rV| —♦ Ai a differentiable

triangulation; we define the semisimplicial complexes

Ed(Mn, N),     E'(Mn,N),    E*'(|M"|, |N"|),    Epd(\Mn\, N, t')

and

Imd(M",N),    Im'(AT,N),    Im"(|M"|, |rV|),    lmpd(\M"\, N)

as follows:

A ¿-simplex of E (Mn, N) or Ira^Al", N) is an equivalence class of differen-

tiable embeddings or immersions

o: Mk] x Ma -» Mk] x N

X /
Aur

two such (a , a. ), (a , a ) are equivalent if and only if o-, and a  agrçe on

AU] x M   with a < a, a.     Analogously we define E(,,#) and Imf«**) for the ex-

ponents t, pi and pd (s .'s and d.'s are obviously defined).  We will also need the

semisimplicial complexes

Rd(Mn,N),   Rf(M",N),   Rpl(\Mn\, \Nn\),   Rpd(|AT|, t; Nn).

R (M , /V). A ¿-simplex is a vector bundle representation /, /

Mk] x T(M)     f >  Mk] x T(N)

I      ,       I
AU] x M -!_>. AU] x N

At*]'

i.e. /   is a linear isomorphism in any fibre; (T(fA) and T(/V) denote here the tan-

gent vector bundle of M and N).

R'(Af*, /V). A ¿-simplex is a germ of topological microbundle representation

b: Mk] x T(M")-^AU] x T(Nn)

\   /

(see also [17], [18]).
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Rpl(\Mn\, \N\) and Rpd(\Mn\, N). A ¿-simplex is a germ of pl (pd) micro-

bundle representations

h: AU] x r(|M"|) - AU] x T(\N"\) h: AU] x T(\Mn\) - AU] x TN

•Aur AU]'

with T(|M"|)and T(|N"|)the pl microbundles of |Ai"| and \N\ (for microbundle

terminology we refer to [17]); for more details see ([9], [17]).

The restriction to P (respecitvely to \P\) defines the semisimplicial maps

r , rl, rp , rp     in the following commutative diagram (Figure 1).   The unmarked

arrows are inclusions.  The t*are injective semisimplicial maps induced by right

composition with t and the /    are injective semisimplicial maps induced by left

composition by I .

(1)       Ed{M, N)-!-^Ed(P,N)

e

(3)       E'(M, N)_i_>E'(P, N)

lmd(M, N)—^lmd(P, N)
rd

W(M, rV)__^-Im'(P, N)

(1)        Ed(M, N)~^Ed(P, N)

*
(2)       Epd(\M\, N) — -±Epd(P, N)

(4)       Epl(\M\,\N\)-^+Epl(P,N)

lmd(M, N)-Mm¿(P, N)
rd

Im*f(|AI|,N)—->»Im(|P|,N)

Im"'(|M|, |N|)^W'(|P|, |N|)
Pl

Figure 1

We also have the following commutative diagram (Figure 2) when d ,d are

the "differential" and r , rl, 6 are as before.
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lmd(M, N)-L+lmd(P, N)

Im'(M, N)

Rd(P,rV)    (1')

Rf(P,rV)    (3')

Figure 2

Similarly, we have the corresponding pl-pd diagram, involving 8    , 8    along

with 8 , which we will not display, but which we denote by (2 ) and (4 ).

Theorem 1.1. (a) All semisimplicial complexes E"\ Im", R"" are Kan

complexes.

(b) The lines (1), (3), (4) of Figure 1 are principal Kan fibrations of semi-

simplicial groups Diff(M", P"), Homeo(AT, P"), PL(|M"|, |P"|) and the lines

(2), (1'), (2'), (3), (A') are Kan fibrations.

(c) The semisimplicial maps t     are all homotopy equivalences.

(d) The semisimplicial maps S  , Sp , 8P , 8' are all homotopy equivalences.

Theorem 1.1 is a collection of well-known facts.   (Partly these statements

can be found in the literature in a slightly different context.)

(a) All semisimplicial complexes E"", Im'", R"" with indices pi, pd, and

t are Kan because one can always find a pi retraction of AU] on A'U] where

A''U] = AU]\lnt(¿.AU]).
R ( ) and Im ( ) are Kan by Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3 below.

(b) (1), (3), and (4) are principal Kan fibrations because Difí^", P"),

FLAM"!, |P"|)and HomeoiM", P") act freely on Ed(Mn, Nn), E*'(|M"|, |/V"|)and

E (Mn, N") and by the ambient isotopy theorem in the differential pi or topologi-

cal case (for the statement of the ambient isotopy theorem, see §2 below), the

cosets of these actions identify to a union of connected components of

Ed(Pn, N"), Epl(\P"\, IN"|) and El(Pn, Nn).  (2) is a Kan fibration as a conse-

quence of the pd ambient isotopy theorem which can be easily observed from the

pi ambient isotopy theorem and differential triangulation [14], [21], or [26].

(1  ) is a Kan fibration by the extension property of continuous sections and

by Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3.   For (3 ' ) and (4 ' ) see [18], respectively [8], and (2 ' ) fol-

lows from (3  ).

(c) is a consequence of triangulation techniques of J. H. Whitehead (see

[26], [21], or [3]).
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(d) 5 , 8     Ate homotopy equivalences by immersion theory in the differenti-

able case due to Smale and Hirsch (see [10]), in the pl case to Haefliger-Poenaru [9],

and in the topological case to J. Lees [18] or [19].  Actually the semisimplicial

complexes Im   and R    are not the singular complexes of the spaces of immersions

and bundle maps, but they have the same homotopy type because of Lemmas 1.2

and 1.3.

If P is the image of a differentiable embedding h: dM x [0, l] —» M we con-

sider h : dM x [0, ~) —» M a differentiable embedding which extends h and denote

by Pa the image of dM x [0, a], a > 1, by h.

Lemma 1.2. (a) Diff(Mn, P") =  inj lima   , S^DiffiM", P")   with

SdÇDiîi(Mn, Pa,)) —» Sd(Dilf(Mn, Pa„)) the obvious semisimplicial inclusion in-

duced by the continuous inclusion Diff(Mn, Pa,) C Diff(M", Pa„), a"< a'.

(b) // Im(M, N), E(M, N) denote the differentiable Fréchet manifolds of C~-

differentiahle immersions, respectively embeddings endowed with the C -topology,

then \md(M, N)= inj lima_0S¿Im(Ma, N) and Ed(M, N)= inj lima^QSdEd(M, N).

Lemma 1.3. (a) // X. is a sequence of Kan complexes and p.: X.—* X. j a

sequence of semisimplicial maps then X = inj lim.Xf. is a Kan complex.

(b) // all p. are homotopy equivalences, the semisimplicial maps pl: X¿ —»

X, pl = lim, „.ooP- ,i ••• P-_iP,. aTe homotopy equivalences.

(c) Let f.: X. —*Y. be a sequence of Kan fibrations, pf : X; —*X{ j and

pT: Y. —» V. , semisimplicial maps so that the diagrams

fi
x.-:—^y.

tf PYi

are commutative.  Then f: X = inj limX. —> inj lim V. is a Kan fibration.

U N - M, the inclusions  PCM and \P\ C \M\ define a basepoint (0-simplex)

in Ed(P, M), E'(P, M), Epl(\P\, \M\) and their differential a basepoint in

Rd(pi M), R'(P, M) and RP'(|P|, $|).   Similarly, the triangulation t restricted to

\P\ defines a basepoint in E^flPl, M)and Rpd(\P\, M). All these basepoints

will be denoted by *.

Combining the diagrams (Figure 1   and   Figure 2) and taking the fibres cor-

responding to * we get the commutative diagram (Figure 3)
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Diff (M", P")-

PD(AT, t, Pn)-»

/
PL(|M"|, |P»|)-

->Rd(Mn, P"; M")

S*><*

S"'

/
R*rf(|M"|, |P."|;M")

+ W(\lAn\,\Pn\, \Mn\)

Homeo (M", P")- ->R'(AT, P"; M")

Figure 3

where R"*(M", P"; M") denote the fibres of (l'), (2*), (3') and (4') corresponding

to the basepoint *.

We note also that 8'" in the diagram (Figure 3) factors through i'":

R    (M , P, M ) —» R    (M , P, M ), the semisimplicial maps induced by the inclu-

sion M" C M" and | M"\ C |Aln| and i '" are homotopy equivalences.   Therefore we

have the following commutative diagram

Diff (M", P)-

/
?D(Mn, t, P)-

/
PL(|M"|, \Pn\)~

>R%Mn, P;Mn)

,pd /

*Pl

->-R/u*(|M"|, \Pn\;Mn)

/
-*-R*'(|M"|, |P"|; |M"|)

Homeo (AT, P)
-^R'(Mn, P;Mn)

Figure 3

where R'"(Mn, P; M") are the semisimplicial subcomplexes whose simplexes

are germs of bundle representations which agree with the identity on P.   It is

clear that R (MB, P; Mn), R'(« • • ) and R^ (• • •) are semisimplicial semigroups

and S ,8', and 8P   aie homomorphisms.  The semisimplicial group Diff(Mn, P)

acts freely (on the left) of PD(M", t, P) and the semisimplicial semigroup

Rd(Mn, P; M") acts on R^flM"!, |P"|; M") and 8d, 8pd are compatible with

these actions.

Remark. The diagram (Figure 3') can be defined for any compact subset P

of Mn, in particular for any compact differentiable submanifold of M* possibly

with boundary.
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If dM" £ 0, r(M")/dMn identifies to r(dMn) © e, e being the trivial line

bundle.  When N t> dM we also need to consider the subcomplexes dR (Mn, N; Mn),

dRl(Mn, N; Mn), aRpl(\Mn\, \Nn\; M")and dR^(|M"|, \N"\; M"), (\Nn\ = rl(Nn))

of R (• • •), R'(' • •), R^ (' • *) and Rp (• • •) consisting of those simplexes

■   a: AU] x r(M) -^ Alt] x AM)

kA[t]

of R""(M, N; M) which satisfy

(a) o(A[t] x r(M)|A[t] x dM) C A[t] x r(M)|A[t] x dM and

(b) CTlAr¿]xaM = CT   x id with o  a t-simplex of R"'(<9M; dM).

It is clear that if dM C N,  R"*(' • •) ■ R""(- • •)•   The reader could check without

any trouble that these semisimplicial complexes are Kan se mis imp lie ial semi-

groups (except in the pd case).

Now we define the semisimplicial complexes   R     (• • •) and  R    (•••),

R""(***)Ç  R*"('")C  R""(. ••) as consisting of those simplexes of   R    (•••)

which restrict on A[t] x M to the identity respectively, homeomorphisms.  The

subcomplexes   R    (• •)/R- (•••)except  Rp ('"Jand  R^ (•••) are semisim-

plicial groups (subgroups of   R"V*0), 8'" factors through  R""(*»*)C

dR'"(. • •) Ç R*"(. •.), 8', 8d, 8pl are group homomorphisms, aRd(- • •), dRd(- •.)

act freely on   Rp (• • •), dW (* * *) ar>d these actions together with the action of

Diff(M", N) on PD(1M"|, \Nn\; M")   are compatible by (8d, 8pd). We have the

commutative diagram (Figure 3 )

_8«_ _
Homeo (Mn, Ai) - - - IT -^R'(M", N; Mn)

R~'(Mn, N; Mn)

Diff(M", N)-Z.
S5_--

PD(M", N; r)- -

Rd(M

■

', N; M")

■ -^Rd(Mn, N; Mn)

0/

I
~^R"rf(lAl"|, |/Vj; M")

0/
R**(|AI«|.|/t|,M")

Figure 3"

Proposition 1.4.

(1)        dR'(Mn, N; Mn)/dRd(M", N; Mn) « 5R'(M", N; M^K^M", N; AT).
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(2)   dRpd(\M"\, \N\; MVV(M", N; M") « dRpd(\M"\, |A/|; Mn)/dRd(Mn, N; IA").

(3) For any basepoint x e aR (M, N; M) /¿c inclusion of pairs

(^'(M", Ai; M), d(dnd(Mn, N; M))) Ç (dn'(Mn, N; M"), öCViAT, A/; M»)))

induces an isomorphism for homotopy groups (sets) in dimension i > 1.

(4) For any basepoint x e  R (Mn, N; Mn) the inclusion

(dRpd(\M"\, \N\, M"), t^Rd(Mn, N\ M"))

Ç (dRpd(\tA"\, \N\; M"), i^Rd(M", Nn; N"))

induces an isomorphism for homotopy groups (sets) in dimension > 1.

Proof. We denote by Maps(M", N), respectively Maps(Mn, r, N), the space

of all continuous maps from (M, dM), respectively from (\Mn\, d\Mn\), in (M, dM)

which are identity on N, respectively agree with t on N, endowed with the com-

pact open topology.  The right composite by t~    defines a homeomorphism

between Maps(Mn, N) and Maps(Mn, t, N). We consider the following diagram

whose lines are Kan fibrations.

_r
dW(M", N; Mn)-Í->. S Maps (M, N)

dRd(Mn, N; M")-?-y S Maps (M, N)

dRpd(
y* M

Tt J (isomorphism)

M"|, |N|; M")-£-^ S Maps (M, î; N)

It is clear that the lines of the diagram

(1) dR'(Mn, N; Mn) —El-^ Homeo (Mn, N)

A    «    ,      ii
(2) «T^M", AJ; M") _£-y Homeo (M", N)

j        n       _!   ,¿      ||
(3) dRpdtMn, N, Nn)—->. Homeo (Mn, N)

are the pull-backs by HomeofM", N)C Maps(M", N) of the fibrations p1, pd, r"1 •

pp , as also that (1) and (2) are principal fibrations with fibres   R""(' • •)•   This

implies immediately (1) and (3) if we notice that in square I all the complexes

are groups and all the maps group-homomorphisms, as also (4).   If we carefully

regard the square II and recall that *Rd(- • •), SRd(- • •) and Diff(M", N) operate

freely on aRi"/(- • •), aRpd(- • •) and POM", N) and these operations are compatible
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J ,-» . ***.with the maps p   and /£   • pp , we check (2) also.    Q.E.D.

We also have the following commutative diagram (Figure 4)

d

/

Diff(A!n, P)-

PD(Mn, U P") —

PL(|AT. |P"D-

M

.pi

/
■>PD(Ai", t,dMn)

t

*-SdDiíí(Mn, dMn)

Homeo (M",Pn).

->-PL(|AP*|,o*|MB|)

-y S Horneo (¿vT, 5«")

Figure 4

where u      aie thé obvious semisimplicial inclusions.

Proposition 1.5. a , up ,up,u   are homotopy equivalences.

Proposition 1.5 follows from the unicity of tubular neighborhoods (here called

neighborhoods ) with parameters and Lemma 1.2 (see also [3]).

We also should notice that for N any compact differentiable submaniiold of

Al" we have

Proposition 1.6. // t > n — 1 then

Diff(A1n,N*)-— .SdDif{(M", Nk)

HomeoiAT, Nk)-

PD(|M"|,N*)_

->SHomeo(AP\ Nk)

,Pd
->PD(Aln, Nk)

,Pl

+ PL(\M\n,\Nk\)PL(|A.|",|N*|)-

are homotopy equivalences.

2. Fibrewise smoothings. A topological, respectively pi smoothing on / x At

is a differentiable structure 6 on the topological manifold / x Al (one forgets the

differentiable structure of / x Al), respectively a differentiable structure 6 on the

PL manifold f* x \M\, so that I* x \M\id x \'\nk x AÍ)0 is a differentiable triangu-

lation.

Definition 2.1. A smoothing 6 on I   x M is called a k-topological fibrewise

smoothing, respectively a k-pl fibrewise smoothing, if
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(1) 6 is a topological, respectively pi, smoothing,

(2) p:(l   x M)q —» / , the first factor projection, is a differentiable submer-

sion.

(3) The differentiable structure induced on  |0| x  M is concordant to the

initial differentiable structure of M.

Remark. If K is a differentiable submanifold of / , p~  (K) is a differentiable

submanifold of (/   x M)$, respectively of   (/   x \M\)q, which will be denoted by

(K x lÁ)e, respectively (K x \"M\)g.

It is easy to see (using smoothing theory for topological manifolds [18] and

for pi manifolds [16]) that (t x Mn)e and (0 x "Mn)&, respectively (î x |^in|)ö and

(0 x |Aln|)ö, viewed as differentiable structures on the same topological manifold

Ar, n /= 4, respectively pi manifold |Af|, are concordant.   Therefore, for any a.j <

a  < a2 < or < a   and t € r one can find a differentiable embedding <£: M 2 —»

(Wi x  Mn)e (n A 4), respectively <f>: M . — ({t\ x \Mn\)e, so that 0(M .)C
or a

¿it Ma      and M { C <ß(Ma ), respectively <f>(M {) C Int | Ma     | and \M {\ C
í+1 ai a z'+l a

Int <£(A1  .).   This means Theorem 2.1 below is true for k = 0 (i.e., /   = ¡0i).
a

Theorem 2.2. // 0 is a k-topological fibrewise smoothing, n A 4, 5 or n = 5

and dM = S , respectively 6 is a pi fibrewise smoothing and 0 < a, < a < a ,

then there exists a differentiable embedding

<j>:lkxM x-V    (lkx M)e

so that

(1) <t>(lk x M j)C Int /* x Ma , /* x Ala  C Int 4>(lh x M j),
a 3 1 a

(2) <£(Í0} x Al ,)\Í0| x Int AI      is homeomorphic to dM x [0, l] respectively
a1 ai

pd homeomorphic to â\M\ x [0, l].

(3)//

^:/*'x{0¡xAl j ^(/fe'xÍ0}xAÍ)0

\ /fex{0]'

¿s a differentiable embedding compatible with (1) and (2), then one can choose d)

so that <f>\lk'x{0\xM  .=ifr.
a

Remark to Theorem 2.2. One can replace /*' x {0} in (3) by /*' x {0l U /*' x

{llulOix I*"*'.
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We will prove Theorem 2.2 only in the topological case; as the proof is

entirely formal the reader will have no difficulty in completing the proof in the

pi case.

In order to prove Theorem 2.2 we need Propositions 2.3 and 2.4.

Proposition 2.3. Let

ib,cp:lkxMa-M/*xM)9

be differentiable embeddings so that

(1) cf>(ik x Ala)C Int ip(lk x Ala),

(2) \p(\x\ x Al )\lnt 0(|xj x Al ) is diffeomorphic to dM   x [0, l] for some

x e Ik.

Then there exist a differentiable embedding

%:ikxM ,->(Ik x 7t)e
a'

Ik

a' > a, extending (p and a diffeomorphism

h:lkxM ,-W*xAia

,¡k

so that ff> • h~   =\p.

Proof. Consider

y=tb-x .<f>:ikxMa-M*xAi0

which by hypothesis satisfies y(l   x A1a) C Int /   x Ala<  The differential ambient

isotopy theorem gives a diffeomorphism

5: ;* x AT-y /* x AI

/*'
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so that 8 • (Id x yx) = y and 8x = id where 8x and yx denote the restrictions of 8

and y to {xj x Ma.  We use again the hypothesis, namely {xj x Ala,\y({xj x Al )

is diffeomorphic to dMax [0, l], and extend yx to a diffeomorphism y  : Ma, —»

Ala, so that yx | Ala= yx. We take (f> =.i/r • S • (id x yx), and h = 8(id x y x).

Q.EJ).
We denote by 7Q = [1/4, 3/4], 7j = [0, 3/4] and L, = [1/4, lj.

Proposition 2.4. Let

tfi.: 7* x 7¿ x Ala-y(lk x L x Ál)6

t = l,2, be two differentiable embeddings such that the restrictions <p(-)~

<f>. | /* x /0 x Ala satisfy

(1) cpU)Ok x /0 x Int Ala)'D /* x /0 x Ala , aj < a,

(2) <ßu)(.Ik xl0x Ala)C 7* x 7° x Int A1a , a2 > a,

(3) ¿a)(7* x 70 x Ala)C Lit tíi(2)(7* x 70 x Ala),

(4) riere exz'srs y e 7* x 7n iWfA <£2({yi x Ala)\tí3j(íyi x Int Ala) diffeomorphic

to dMax [0, 1].

Then, there exists a differentiable embedding

^ ¡M x Ma-^(/*+l x Á1)0

\    ^/*+!

so riai

(1) 7*+1 x Ala   C Int ^(7*+1 x Ma),

(2)^(7*+1xAla)CInt(7fe+1xA1    ),
2

(3) ^ 17* x [0, 1/4] x Ala = <px | ¡k x [0, 1/4] x Ala,

(4) iff 17* x [3/4, 1] x Ala = <t>2 • « 17* x [3/4, l] x Ala,

with

u: 7* x 72 x AIa->lkx 72 x A1a
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The hypothesis is illustrated in Figure 5(1) and the conclusion in Figure

5(2).

M     <

»jCTxijXM^

Figure 5(1)

„2(I xi2XMa)

"•««■

[■«»■l.fc.^-fc'W»^.«.

iK^X I X M )

Figure 5(2)

Proof. We consider $/j\ and <£,,) and remark they verify the requirements of

Proposition 2.3 for / +1 = /   x /0 and y = x, hence there exist a' > a, the dif-

ferentiable embedding

\y
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and the diffeomorphism

i:7*x70xA1a-y/*x/0xMa

^x70

so that 0, I 7   x 70 x Ala = 0.j^and dij = <^.2-• i.   Because we can extend i to

diffeomorphism

h: lk x Bi, 1] x Ma,-W* x \H, l]x Ma

Ikx[V<,lï

we can extend <£j to a differentiable embedding

a-

<by 7* x 72 x Ala-y(lk x 72 x AÍ)0

yIk x 72

« — »s
taking (p.=<b-h.  Clearly tí), and tí)    define a differentiable embedding

4>v- 7* x 7 x Ala U 7* x bi, 1] x Ma,-^(7* x/xM)5

~7*x7

We choose

£7*+1xAla-►I»»1xl.

a differentiable embedding so that £| 7 x   [0, Í/4] x Ma is the canonical inclusion,

f(7*+IxAla)5'*+1xMa,and

£ 7* x [3/4, 1] x Ma-y lk x [3/4, l] x M

lk x [3/4, 1]

is a diffeomorphism.  We take tfr = tí>} • g and check that the required conditions

are satisfied.
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In order to facilitate the reading of the proof of Theorem 2.2, we recall the

topological ambient isotopy theorem (as in [18, p. 145]).

A.I.T. Let C be a compact set of a topological manifold M without boundary,

U a neighborhood of C in M and

h: lk x U-M\x Al

a topological embedding.   Then, there exists a homeomorphism

g:,*.xAl-ylkxM

such that gQ = id, g agrees with g , outside of a compact set and g • hQ agrees

with h on a neighborhood of C (by g , respectively h , we denote the restrictions

of g, respectively h, to \t\ x Al).

Corollary 2.5. Let a   < a1 < a   < a2 < a  .  There exists a differentiable

embedding

<f>:lkxM 2->►(/* x Äf)e

such that

(1) /* x Ma C 0(lnt /* x Al .), ¿=1,2,

(2) <b(r x Al  ■) C /* x Int AL      ,¿=1,2,
a' a,+l

(3) <^>(!y! x Al 2)\(y x Int Al    ) is homeomorphic to dM     x [0, l],
. a 2 2

(jyî x Al    )\<£(iyi x Int Al . ) is homeomorphic to dM     x [0, l] for some y.
a2 a ^ 2

Moreover, given <p : (\y\ x Al 2) —> ({y! x Al)^ compatible with (1), (2), and
a

(3), one can choose <b so that <j> | (iy! x M 2)= <f>
y

Remark. The topological ambient isotopy theorem implies (3) is true for any

y as soon at it is true for one y.   Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.5 will be proven

simultaneously.   For that, we denote by A,   the statement of Theorem 2.2 for

fixed Al, 6, k and arbitrary a , a , a.   and by B,  the statement of Corollary 2.5

for fixed Al, 6, k and arbitrary a.,, a  , a  ,a ,a  .  We will show that A, =* B,

and  Bk^Ak+V
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A, => 73, : Given a.  < a1 < a. < o? < a   according to A , we can construct

two differentiable embeddings

tíSj:7*xA! j->.(/*x»)fl

and

cf>2:(lkxM 2)-y(lkxtt)0

V
with a., a1, a   instead of <x , a1, a   and a , a , a, instead of a. , a. , a, so

that tí>2({0} x Al 2 )\lnt tíSjfjOj x M j) is diffeomorphic to dAi } x [a1, a2]. tí>. and
a a a v

<i, ° &, £ = id x diffeomorphism Al , —» M ,, verify the conditions of Proposition
1 a1 a¿

2.3 for x = 0; hence we can construct

<f>:lkxM 2-y(lkx%)d

V
with d> | 7* x Al . = dij and tí>(7* x M 2) = d>2(7* x Al 2) and 73, is proved.

a. a a

Bk =» Ak jt Fix cij < a1 < a   and choose a2, a2 with a1 < a2 < a2 < a  .

Consider 7 +   =7   x 7 and for any tel choose

'tíS: (7* x {t} x M 2)-y(Ik x \t\ x M)2>-^-\i    KXisxmig

'7fex{/j;

differentiable embeddings according to 73,.  As the first factor projection

i>: (7 +   x M)g ~~* I       is a submersion we extend   <f> to

$: 7* x [t - 'f, t + ' e] x Al , -y(lk x [t - le, t+ U] x ÁlL
a

Ikx[t- 'e, tl y

a differentiable embedding.  Using the compactness of 7= [0, l], we find an N
t. r .,

and 0 < r0 < t. < • • • < tN = 1 so that   'e = e. has the property It. - f., t. + ej 3

We will define inductively
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.<p: M , x /* x [0, 11-^-(Al x lk x [0, t))e

'lk x [0, tt]

so that   .(p satisfies the conditions required by A     } and {4>\l   x [t. - f» t.] x

Al j=«£.°i|/x[t.-f»i.]xA1 j,e small enough, where r/>. = '<£ with t = r. and

¿: /* x [t._ ! - f, 11 x Al  j->.(/*.x [/._ j - f, /,.] x Al)e

\

is a diffeomorphism.  Assume   .<p defined; we wish to define   . j<£ on /   x

[0, r. j] x Al j.  We notice that  .<p and <b   . ° (id x S) (instead of <£.j. and 4>t2\>

satisfy the conditions of Proposition 2.4 (with t. - ( and t. instead of 1/4 and

3/4) with S any diffeomorphism from Al  j to Al 2.   Hence one can construct
a a

M$': /* x [0, ii+1] x Al j->. (lk x [0, tM] x M)e

^x[0,i(.+1]'

with  . jt^'equal to .<f> on /   x [0, t.- i]x Al j and . j^'equal to <f>. . • u (see

Proposition 2.4) on I   x [t{, t   j] x Al j.   Figure 6(1) and 6(2) suggest the con-

struction of   .  j0 .

Figure 6(1) Figure 6(2)

m \{ v<

n+1|ikx[yf,t.+1]xM'
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We change f+1d)   into ¿+1tí) taking ;+1tí) = . jtí)   • 7/ and choosing a differen-

tiable embedding

r/: lkx [0, f .+1] x M  ,->. 7* x [O, i.+1] x Al ,

'* x [0, ti+l]

so that 7)\lk x [0, r¿] x Al t = id, i+1tí>' • j/(7* x [i;+1 - c, rf+1] x AÍ t) ;

tí>í+1(7   x [/¿+1 - f, r;+1] x M j) as indicated in Figure 6(3).

M

'3     /

m    Im

It is clear that we can start with

V'*x{0!x M -y(lk xfOixAÍ),

l7* x Í0í>

with    d)|7   x {0j x Al j = tft as soon as   d) is compatible with (1) and (2).
a

Because AQ is true, as we have shown at the beginning of this chapter, by

induction one obtains "A, is true" for any k.  We need n / 4, 5 or n = 5 and

(9A15 = S4 to conclude from "L = <£(¡xj x Al j\<£(Int(íxi x Ala)) is homeomorphic

to <3AloX L6,a]" that L is also diffeomorphic to dM q x [ß, a].   This is always

the case if L-is pd homeomorphic to d\Mß\ x [ß, a] (via the classical smoothing

theory).    Q.E.D.

The condition for n = 5, that <?A1 = S4 is not essential, but the argument

requires a modification which we sketch: Let 7., i = 0, 1, 2, be as in 2.4 and
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fix x € Ik. Suppose we are given differentiable embeddings

0X: llxlkxMa ■+ (/j x /* x "U)e,  and <f>2: I2 x Ik x (int Mß)0 -> (¡2 x Ik x Mß)e,

commuting with projection, where (Int M¿)q = (1 x x x Int Mo)g and

(f>2\(l xxx Int Mß) = inclusion.  Assume further

(1) <bpQ xlkx Int Ala) ̂  7* x 70 x Al j, ttj < a, ¿ = 1, 2,
A

(2) 0j(7o x 7* x Ala) C 70 x 7* x Int Ala , <f>2(IQ x lk x Int Ay C 7„ x7fe  x

Int Al    , a   >a,
2

(3) tp^Io x lk x Ala)C Int <A2(70 x 7* x Mj,

(4) <b. : {Ox 0} x dAla —» i 0 x 0¡ x (AÎ - Al    ) is a homotopy equivalence,

(5) <f>200 xIkxMa)CI0xikxMa,aQ< cy

Then by the lemma of Chapter 7 of [17] quoted below, there exists for any / e 7Q

a differentiable embedding X: Ala —» (Int M „)g such that A(A1a) D Ala and tp   °

(1 x A)(jr x x\ x Ma)- <£j(ir x x\ x Int Ala) is diffeomorphic to dMa x [0, l].

(Note d>~l(p fa xx\x dMa) C\txx\x (Int Alo - Int Ala )g.)   Hence if we replace

d)   by <f>2 ° (1 x A) and set y = / x x, all the conditions of 2.4 are satisfied.

Now replace homeomorphic in (2) of Theorem 2.2 (3 of Corollary 3.5) by

diffeomorphic.  Then in the proof of Bk =■* A,   . we take t<f> to be an embedding

'<f>: \t] x Ikx(M 2)e —» (lt| x 7* x Al)^ where (Al 2)e= (jt x x\ x M 2)e, some
<x ft n, a

* e 7 , and '<£|(U x.xi x Al 2) is inclusion. We change '<£ similarly to obtain the

conditions above.
a2'

Lemma (Chapter 7 of [18]). Let Al", n>5, be a smooth manifold. Let M be

homeomorphic to K x R, where K is a closed connected topological manifold. If

there is a smooth submanifold N ~ C M, such that N is a deformation retract of

Al, then M is diffeomorphic to N x R, with N corresponding to N x 0.

Theorem 2.2 .  Under the hypothesis of Theorem 2.2, there exists a diffeo-

morphism

<p:Ikx'M-^(7*xAÍ)0

\/

Proof.  By applying Proposition 2.3 inductively where a « 1, 2, 3,"* and

taking t¡/(¡   x Ala) 3 7   x Ma (which we can do by Theorem 2.2), we can extend <p

in Theorem 2.2 step-by-step to the required diffeomorphism.

We can remove the restriction that Al = Al U <9A1 x [0, 00) and consider the case

of any connected open smooth manifold Al.   In fact, Al =U°°*i ^ , where Al^ is a
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compact connected smooth manifold with boundary with Al   C Int Al    .. Suppose

that by Theorem 2.2', we have obtained a diffeomorphism d> : 7   x Al   —»
k        *** **i ft fl

(7   x Mn)g, where A1fl is a collar neighborhood of Al   in Int Al    ..  Then by

applying relative smoothing theory, for any t £ 7    we can extend <f> \t x (M )   to
*u *\, n •■  n v.

a diffeomorphism of t x M    . onto (r x Al   .■,)&.  Now the construction of Proposi-

tion 2.3 and the proof of Theorems 2.2 and 2.2  result in a diffeomorphism

tí)n+1: 7* x AÍn+1 —» (7* x Mn+l)g which agrees with <f>n on 7* x Aln.  Hence by

induction on n we get:

Theorem 2.2". Let M be any smooth connected open manifold.   Let 6 be a

smoothing of t   x M such that the projection p: (7   x M)g —» 7    is a smooth sub-

mersion, and the smoothing ((0) x M)g is concordant to the given smooth structure

on M.   Then there exists a diffeomorphism

¿>: 7* x M   -   (7* x M)B

lk'

From Theorem 2.2 -we get

Theorem 2.6. Let E"*k and 73* be smooth manifolds and p: E   —• B a

smooth submersion so that

(1) p is a topologically locally trivial fibration,

(2) n¿4.

Then p is a smooth locally trivial fibration.

Remark 2.6'. If p is a proper map, the conclusion holds without conditions

(l)and (2).

Remark 2.6". If we replace (1) by

(1 ') p is a pd locally trivial fibration,

then (2) is superfluous.

Proof. It is clearly sufficient to prove 2.6 when 73   = 7 .  But this follows

from 2.2 .

3. The homotopy groups of (E'_, E*)and (Epd, Ed_). The aim of this chapter

is to prove Corollary 3.2.

Theorem 3.1. (a) The natural inclusion

dm* (AT, Nn), Ed(Mn,Nn)) c* (Im'(M», TV"), E'(A1", Nn))

induces, for any basepoint (i.e. Q-simplex) x e Im (Al", N"), a bijective map

nflm^M", N»), Ed(Mn, Nn); x) - „flm'W, Nn), E'(Af\ TV"); x)

(if n ¿ 4); (if i > 2 then x has to be in Ed(Mn, N")).
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(b) The infective semisimplicial map

fi  (\md(Mn, Nn), Ed(Mn, Nn)) c, (lmpd(\Mn\, Nn), Epd(\Mn\, A/"))

d     n       n
induces for any point (i.e. 0-simplex) x e Im (Al , N ), a bijective map

n.(lmd(Mn, AT), Ed(Mn, TV"); *) - wflafia{lft AT"), E^Al", /V); t*x)

(if i>2,x has to be in Ed).

Corollary 3.2. (a) The natural inclusion of pairs

(E'(Mn, N"), Ed(Mn, AT)) c_ (Im'(Aln, N"), InAAí", N"))

induces for any basepoint (i.e., O-simplex) x e E (Al", A/") a bijective map (for

alli>l)

n.iE'iM", Nn), Ed(Mn, A/"); x) ^ it.(Im'W, A/"), Imd(Al", Nn); x)

(if n ¿ 4).

(b) The natural inclusion of pairs

(Epd(\Mn\, A/"), t*Ed(Mn, AT)) ̂  (lmpd(\Mn\, Nn), t*lmd(Mn, N"))

induces for any basepoint (i.e. 0-simplex) xetE(M,N)a bijective map for

tr.(Epd(\Mn\, N"), t*(Ed(Mn, N"), x) -+ ,r.(Wrf(|AH, AT), f*Imrf(AP, N", x).

Standard exact sequence-arguments with special case for i = 1 show that

Theorem 3.1 implies Corollary 3.2.

The proof of Theorem 3.1 is a formal consequence of Theorem 2.2 and of the

ambient isotopy theorem (denoted by A. I. T.) in the topological case and pd case.

The topological A. I. T. has already been stated in §2 and the A. I. T. in the pd

case follows combining the A. I. T. in the pi case ([14, p. 154] and the Whitehead

triangulation as in [21] or [26]).

We will prove only Theorem 3.1(a); the proof of (b) being almost the same

with the only difference that one uses the A. I. T. in the pd case instead of the

A. I. T. in the topological case.

Proof of surjectivity. We can represent an element of n¡J\mt( ), E'( ), x) by

a topological immersion

o: A[t]xi^-^A[t]x N

Aur
so that at, the restriction of a to |/| x AÍ is a topological embedding for any
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t e AU].   Obviously one can extend ff to a topological immersion

a: Ik x %-y lkxN

with ff|AU] x Al = o and a   a topological embedding for any t 6 7 \lnt AU].   One

considers the following commutative diagram

id
lk^-^(lkx%e  -^-ylkxN

where 6 represents the topological fibrewise smoothing induced on 7   x Mby a.

id|{0} x Al is obviously a differentiable embedding because o| {Oj x Al is.  Accord-

ing to Theorem 2.2 we can construct a differentiable embedding

o: ¡kx Al -yifixlfta

with d>0 = d)|{0j x Ala   = id.  Applying the A. I. T., we can find

h: lk x $-y Ik x ft

7*

with h • (id x (f>0)\l   x ^a   = $ f°r any a2 ^ <xi» an<* because 7>0 = id we can find

a family of isotopies

hs: ¡kxM-y Ik x fl

s € [O, l], depending continuously on s with hs, = id, h   = id and h   = h.

We consider then os = a • 7> |A[&] x Ma

<7S: AU] x Al .AU]x N

"MkY

It is clear that os is an embedding for any t tot which â was, because h( and

a ate embeddings, osQ = an, a   = a, and a   is a differentiable immersion.  Hence
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a   represents the same element in 7r.(Im'( ), E'( ), x)as a   and at the same time

it represents an element in n-¿(Im ( ), E ( ), x).

Proof of injectivity. For simplicity we will prove the injectivity only in the

case k > 2 when Tr,(}m( ), E( ), x) is a group; the reader could complete the proof

for k = 1, using the Theorem 2.2(b) and the remark to Theorem 2.2 .  Consider

a:Mk]xQ-yMk]xN

W
a differentiable immersion representing an element in nk(]m ( ), E ( ), x), i.e. Q

is a neighborhood of Al in Al and o : Q —> N is a differentiable embedding for

t e AU].  Assume o represents in n.(\tat( ), E'( ), x) the trivial element.  This

means there exist

a: 7 x Mk] x O '-y I x Mk] x N

: /
7 x Mk]

a topological immersion, with o : Q —*N an embedding for any / e 7 x AU] U

{lj x AU], and £>' a neighborhood of Al in AÍ so that â|{0j x AU] x Q"= o\A[k] x

Q", Q" being a neighborhood of Al in Q D Q .   One can always assume Q"diffeo-

morphic to M.   One chooses

5: 7fe+1xft-yIh+}xN

N   /
so that a\l x A[k] = o and o |{0j x 7    is a differentiable immersion and o \I x

(7   - Int AU]) is an embedding.

One considers

lk+lx7t —Ü> (7*+1xfl)fl-£->7*+1xN

with 6 the topological fibrewise smoothing induced by o; clearly id|{0j x Al is

differentiable of maximal rank, and applying Theorem 2.2 one can find

l:lk+lxM„-^(/*+1xÁ1)fl

a differentiable embedding such that / and "id" agree on {Oj x 7   x M .  We take
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o = a » k A[t] x AT->. A[t] x N

kA[t]'

which is a differentiable immersion and notice that o. .: M  —» A7 is a differenti-
. \.t)     a.

able embedding for any t £ 7 x A[t] U {l ! x A[t], because a. . and L . are imbed-

dings.   The existence of ff proves the triviality of the element represented by o

in itk(lmd( ), Erf( ), x).   Q.E.D.

4. The main theorems. As in the previous sections, let Al" be a compact

differentiable manifold with or without boundary and r: |Al"| —» Al" a differentiable

triangulation.   If <9A1" A 0 this means / |<?|A1"| —» t9Al" is also a differentiable tri-

angulation.  Assume now Np is a compact differentiable submanifold of Al".   (In

this case the triangulation t is assumed to have the property that t~  (Np) is a pi

submanifold of |Al"|.) In what follows N will be either <9Al" or an (n - 1) differ-

entiable submanifold of <9Al" or an «-dimensional submanifold of Al   so that

dAi" C N.  In this section we will prove the Theorems 4.2, 4.5 which will become

the  key  facts   of  our  study.  To  simplify  the   writing  we   let

S Homeo(Al", N)A¿Diff(M", N) = TD% and PD(M", /, N)/SdDifW, N) = P/DJ¡J.

Definition 4.1. /: X —» V is called an IHE-map if it induces an injective

correspondence for connected components and an homotopy equivalence on any

connected component.

Theorem 4.2. If dim AÍ > dim Al - 1 there exist basepoint preserving maps

»': \TD^\ - TV, *Pl; s)~and ipl: \PlD*\ - TN(Ppl, dPpl; s) so that

(1') if n ¿ 4 then ¿': \TD^\ — r'M(P', s) = raM(P', 'P1, s) is an WE map;

(2l) if dM=0 and n A4 then il: \TDM"\ -* RP', s) is an IHE map;

(3') if A/"-1 is a compact submanifold of dMn and n£4,5, then ¿': JTdJJ }

->rN(P', aP\ s) is an IHE-map;

(4 ) if Ln is a compact  differentiable submanifold contained in Mn\N then

the diagram

\tdl"\-►r^Vi.s)
ÖL

y\

\TDMN\.

A

->rN(p', dp', s)

is homotopy commutative, where y\, respectively y2, are defined extending by id

outside L, respectively extending by s outside L.
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(lpl): ipI: \PlDMm\ - rm(Ppt, s) is an IHE map,

(2ply. if dM = 0, ipl: \PIDM\ -* r(Ppl, s) is an ¡HE map,

(3pl): if Nn~l is a compact submanifold of dMn then ipl:\PlD^\ ""•

r(Pp/, 3Ppl, s) is an IHE-map,

(4P): if Ln is a compact differentiable submanifold contained in Mn\N

then the diagram

[piDL" }_^r^V?', s)
dhn

A1 #

Y

\PlDKN\-yrN(Pfi'tdPpMI, s)

with y.   and yt   defined in the same way as y\ and y\.

Firstly, we notice that according to Proposition 1.6 it suffices to prove

Theorem 4.2 for TD^J = Homeo(A1", N)/Diff(Al", N) instead of TD% and for P/DJ!»

PD(M", N, r)/Diff(Al", N) instead of PID^.

It is also easy to identify aR'(A1", N; Mn)/dRd(Mn, N; Al") in a natural

way  to  a  union  of  connected  components   of   sr  (P..,   P ,  s)  and

'R^flATI, \Nn\; A1")/V(A1", TV", Al") to a union of connected components of

SrN(P£', BPP¡, s) (up to a homotopy equivalence).

To see this, let TAI be the tangent vector bundle of M and |TAl|  its underlying

topological R"-bundle.

1. R'(A1, A0/(R (Al, Al)) is in 1-1 correspondence with vector bundle structures

on |TM| which are equivalent to TM.

In fact, if /: |TAl| —» |TAl| is an R"-bundle representation over the identity,

i.e., an 7?"-bundle equivalence, there is a unique vector bundle structure |TAlL

on |TM| such that / becomes a vector bundle equivalence.  Further, if g: TM —*

TM is a vector bundle equivalence, then  |TAl|     . and |TM|. define the same vector

bundle structure on |TAl|; i.e., idi^i: |TAl|    ,—* \TM\. is a vector bundle

equivalence.

Conversely, given a vector bundle structure  |TAl|   on |TAl|, vector bundle

equivalent to TAI; i.e., there exists /: |TAl|a sa TM; then considered as an Rn-

bundle equivalence, /: |TAi|—» |TAl| is well-defined up to a vector bundle equiva-

lence g : TM —» TAI by a.

2. Vector bundle structures on |TAl| are in 1-1 correspondence with sections

of PM (see Steenrod, Fibre bundles).

Now let F(P^) be the space of sections of P'M and r.(P^) the components
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corresponding to vector bundle structures equivalent as vector bundles to TM.

Let Sr\(P^) be the singular complex.  A t-simplex of R'(A1, Al) defines a cross-

section of A. x P'M; i.e., a t-simplex of SF^PL), which is unchanged by compo-

sition with a t-simplex of R (Al, Al).  Conversely, a t-simplex of SF0(PM) defines

a vector bundle structure on A¿ x |TAl| and »hence a t-simplex of R'(A1, Al) mod

Rd(M, Al)by (l)and(2).

Proposition 1.4 gives the semisimplicial maps

8t>d: Homeo(Al", N)/Diff(Ai", N) ̂ R'ÍAl", Ai; Ai")/<V(A1, Ai; Al")

and

dpd'd: PD(A1", N, i)/Diff(Al", N) -» dRpd(\Mn\, \N\; |A1"|)/<V(A1", N; Al").

If we denote by a**    and up<^ the natural maps (see Proposition 1.6, §1)

ut,d. TDM ̂ TDA1 and upd,d, p/DM _ plDM and by vt,d respectively vPd,d the¡r

homotopy-inverses (recall dim N > dim Al - 1) then we put il = 8**   • vu   and ipl=

¡)P .   • VP ' m  Having in mind Proposition 1.4 (with all points 1, 2, 3, 4) we

obtain easily the points (l'), (1* ), (2*), (2P ), (3'), (3P ) as soon as we have

proved Proposition 4.3 below.   (To show injectivity on connected components we

use standard smoothing theory as presented in [18].) The points (4 ) and (4P )

follow from the naturality of S**   and 8P ' .

Proposition 4.3. (l') If N - dAl" A 0 , n A 4, then ¡or any basepoint x e

Diff(Al", N) the map of pairs

8': (Horneo (Al", ¿Ai"), 6 Diff(Al", dAi")) -» (R'(A1", ¿AT*, AI"), 0Rrf(Al", dAl", Al"))

induces an isomorphism for homotopy groups (sets) it ■■, i > 1.

(lpl) If N = dMn A 0, then for any basepoint x e Diff(Al", AÍ) the map of pairs

8pd: (PLXA1", OAT), /+Diff(Al", dMn)) -+ (Rpd(\M"\,d\Mn\, Al"), t*Rd(Mn, dM", Al"))

induces an isomorphism for homotopy groups (sets) it-, ¿ > 1.

(2') If N = dM" = 0,n¿4 then for any basepoint x e Diff(Al") the map of

pairs

8l: (Homeo(Al"), d Diff (AT)) -^ (R'(A1", Al"), 0Rd(AI", Al"))

induces an isomorphism for homotopy groups (sets) ir., ¿ > 1.

(2pl) If N = dAl" = 0,for any basepoint x £ Diff(AT) the map of pairs

8pd: (PD(A1", /), d Diff(Al")) ̂ (Rpd(\Mn\, AI"), 0Rd(Al", Al"))

induces an isomorphism for homotopy groups (sets) jr., i > 1.

(3*) If dM" £0, N""1  is a compact differentiable submanifold of dAl", n A

4, 5, then for any basepoint x € Diff(Al") the map of pairs
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8': (Homeo(Af, N), 6 Diff(Af, N)) -+ (dR'(Mn, N, Al"), 0<V(A1", N, Al"))

induces an isomorphism for homotopy groups (sets) n., i > 1.

Opl) If dM"¿0, N"~l andxe Diff(Al") as in (3*),

8pd: (PD(A1, N; t), t* Diff(Al, N)) — (dRpd(\M\, |N|; Al), ¿„Mm, Ai; Al))

induces an isomorphism for homotopy groups (sets), n., i > 1.

Proof, (l') and (1    ) follow by combining Theorem 1.1, Corollary 3.2 and the

remark Diff(Al", P") Ç Diff(Al", dM" ).  HomeofM", P")C Homeo(Al", dM") and

PD(A1", t, P")C PD(A1", t, dM") are homotopy equivalences which follow, for

instance, from Propositions 1.5 and 1.6.

To prove (2') we let Al" = Al"\lnt D" and consider the diagram

(1)   Homeo (M"v dM^-y Horneo (Al")-y E'(l>", N")

(2)   Diff(Al" dM")- _^Diff(Af)- -+Ed(D", Al",

\
(3)   R'ÍATj, dM"v Al")

Y
dt un

-^R'ÍAf, M")-

-yRd(M", Al")-yRd(D", Al")

->Rf(D", Al")

/

(4)   R^Al^, dM\, Al")-

where all the lines are Kan fibrations, (1), (2) by the ambient isotopy theorem and

(3) and (4) by elementary homotopy arguments.   It is well known that E (Dn, Al")—'

R'(D", Al") and Ed(D", Al") — Rd(Dn, Al") are homotopy equivalences.

Because irfOj = ^.(Top^ for i = 0, 1 and n > 1 we derive n^E^D", Al"),

6Ed(D", Al"), x) = 0 for any x e Ed(D", Al").  Therefore, using (1*) we obtain (2*),

the proof of (2P ) is exactly the same.

In order to prove (3') we denote by Al?      the differentiable manifold

dAl"\lnt AT"      and consider the following commutative diagram

(1)  Homeo(AI", dM")-=>► Homeo(Af, TV"-1)-y Homeo(Af!"1, dM".'1)
i -y      '      i   *

/
(2)   Diff (AT, dMn)-y\m(Mn, N"-1)->»Diff (AfJ-j \ dM"~!)

I
(3)   drR'(M", dM", Al") —

!
¿RKm", TV"-1, Af)- dRt(M"l-1,äMnl-1)

/
(4)  dRd(M", dM", M")->dRd(M", If, Al")-y^M"^1, ¿Wp1, M""1)

Figure 7
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All the lines are principal fibrations for obvious reasons (all the semisimplicial

complexes are groups) and all the maps group-homeomorphisms, etc.  This dia-

gram induces the obvious commutative diagram

(1)    Homeo(. • O/Diff (• •. )—>-Homeo(- • • )/Diff (• ■. )—Mlomeo(- • • )/Diff (.. •)

If
y

S3

(2)   *%(•. .)/V(... )->■%(• • »)/V(.. 0-»&'(. - -)/dRd(- • •)

Figure 8

with (1) and (2) Kan fibrations.  5j    and 8'," induce an isomorphism for all homo-

topy groups n-f, i > 1, by (1 ') if dN A 0» or by (1 ') and (2l) if dN = 0.  We then

obtain S2    induces an isomorphism for all homotopy groups in dimension i > 2.

The isomorphism for it1 follows as soon as we prove SJ" induces an injuc-

tive correspondence on connected components, but this is the case according to

standard smoothing theory as in [17].

The proof of (3    ) goes on the same lines, namely we consider the correspond-

ing diagram with aR    (• • •) instead of  R'(« • •)•  The line (3) in Figure 7 will be

replaced by

dRpd(...) - %"*(...)  ->dRpd(--'),

which although it is not a principal fibration is a Kan fibration.  The correspond-

ing diagram to Figure 8 still makes sense because   R (•••) operates freely on

RP (•••) as indicated before.    Q.EJ3.

Remark. For a pi manifold  |Al"| we can get a similar statement in comparing

Homeo(.-.)/PL(...)with  TYP''"', s) in which case Pupl denotes  the

iTop /JPLnl bundle associated to the princiapl topological tangent bundle of

|Al"|.  This proof goes exactly in the same way as in the case top-diff. We did

not pay special attention to this case because we are not particularly interested

in it.

Theorem 4.4. (a) Diff(D", dDn) is homotopy equivalent to Ù"* l(\VLj0ji)

as topological groups.

(b)Ifn¿ 4, DifffD", dDn) is homotopy equivalent to Q" + 1(lTopn/On!) as

topological groups.

(c) Diff(D", D\~X)is homotopy equivalent to ÇfiEtjPhJOji, 5PL^j/O^jj, x)).

(d) If n¿4, 5, Diff(Dn, D""1)   is   homotopy  equivalent  to

ß"(E(lTopn/Onl, ÍTopn_/On_1l, x)).
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Recall that for a pair of topological spaces (B, A), A C B, one defines

E(B, A, x), x e A, as the space of all continuous paths /: [0, l] —♦ 3 with /(0)= *

and f(l)eA.

Proof of Theorem 44. It is clear that (because D" is parallelisable) T(P )

identifies to Maps(D", {PL /0 j) with compact open topology.  The section s

s"    t
via this identification is the constant map.  Therefore  Y   (P ) identifies to

Maps(D", «9D",{PL /O j,x)=iî"(|PL /0 }).  From Alexander's trick which
* rt     n rt     n

claims PD(D", dD") is contractible, applying Theorem 4.2(1    ), one obtains an

777E-map from B Diff(D", dDn) -» Q^dPLjOj, x) which sends the canonical

basepoint of B Diff(D", dD") into the canonical basepoint of fl"(. • •).  Then (a)

follows.   Exactly the same argument establishes (b).

D"-1
We will prove now (d).  Clearly T (Pl, dPl, s) is a subspace of

r(P', sPl      ,) which identifies to the space of continuous maps (D", D"-1) —»
D

(JTopn/OnJ, {Topn_ j/OnJ).   By this identification, the section s represents the

Dn~ tat
constant map.  Then T   +    (P ,   P , s) identifies to the space of continuous maps

/: (Dn, D""1) — ({Topn/Onj, ÍTopn_1/On_1i) with f\D* = s.  It is an easy exer-

cise to show that this space identifies to fl"~ E({Top /0  j, {Top     ,/0    ,}).

The same Alexander trick allows us to show Homeo(D", D") is contractible.

Following the same arguments as in the proof of (a) and (b) one gets (d).  Exactly

the same arguments can be repeated in order to obtain (c).    Q.E.D.

Appendix to v4. In the introduction to this paper we have considered the

simplicial groups (A-groups with the terminology of [22]), Diff(Al, r?Al),

Homeo(Al", dM") and for a differentiable triangulation t: \M"\ — Mn, the simpli-

cial complex (A-set) PD(Al", /, dM").  Diff(M, dM) acts freely on PD(M", /, dM")

by left composition. We can also consider the simplicial (A-sets) semigroups

R    (M , dM , M ) whose A-simplexes are germs of bundle representations

a: AU] x rs(M) — AU] x rs(Al) which restricts to identity on AU] xr\dM (to Si

in pd-case) and ate "face preserving" i.e., oid.à[k] x rs(M))C d.A[k] x rs(M).

Here rs(M) denotes the stable tangent vector bundle,_ topological microbundle or

pi microbundle; the condition to be "face preserving"replaces the condition to

commute with the projection on AU] in the definition of 7? "'(•••)•  7? ('«Oand

R (•'•) ate simplicial semigroups and 7? (•••) acts freely on Rp (•••)•  There

are natural inclusions

(1) S Homeo(M", dM.") c> HomTo(Al", <?A1"),

(2) SdDiff(Ai", <9A1")C Diff(Al", dM"),

(3) PD(A1", t, dM")CPD(M", t, dM"),

(4) Rd(M", dM", M")CRd(M", dM", Al"),
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(5) R'(Mn, dMn, A1")C R\Mn, dMn, Al"),

(6) Rpd(Mn, t, dM", M")CRpd(Mn, t, dMn, Al").

(1), (2), (4), (5) are homomorphisms; (3) and (6) are compatible with the

action of SdDiff(Al", dAl") and Difi(Aln, dAl") on PD(Al", t, <9Al") and PD(Ai", t, dMn)

respectively, of Rd(Mn, dMn, Al") and Rd(Mn, dMn, Al") on Rpd(Mn, t, dMn, Al")

and Rpd(M", t, dMn, Al") respectively.  The "derivative" maps Sd,8t,8pd are

also defined, 8   and 8' being homomorphisms, 5 p    being compatible with S   with

respect to the actions of Diff( ) and Ra( ) on PD( ) and Rpa( ).   It is clear that

the diagram

Horneo (AP, dM")

Diff (Al", a AT) •

-V R'(M", dM", Al")

•SHomeoiAr*1, dM")
Î X
-.-^R'(Mn, dM", AT)

-> HAT, dM", AT)

.^DifrtAf, dM")- -> Rd(M", dM", AC)

and the corresponding PD-Diff diagram is commutative. We also have considered

the spaces of sections raA1(P', s) and Tm(Ppl, s) oí the Top/O and PL/0 bun-

dles associated to the principal Topn and PLn bundle of Al" and |A1"|.  Because

of the theory of principal fibrations in the category of A-sets [21] still holds, we

can repeat "word by word" the arguments at the end of §1 and using the identi-

fication of i?'(. « >)/f? (• • •) to some part of ST    (Pl, s) respectively of

Srm(Ppl, s) to some part of sraM(Ppl, s), and we get the following homotopy

commutative diagrams:

Hol£eo(Al, <9Al)/DÏÏf(Al, <9A1)-'■-^ST3^1, s)

t
S Homeo(Al, dM)/^ Diff (Al, dAl).

%t,d
• sr<?M(Pt, s)

PD(A1, ¿WDÎff(Al, dM)_

t
PD(AL dM)/^ Diff (Al, dM).

tPl,d

gbl,d

^Srtp"', 5)

J^srdM(ppl, s)

It has been shown in [2] (in slightly different words) that iöi"''ij and iS** },

the geometric realizations of 8 pl,d and 8 *• , are homotopy equivalences (the

second only if n A 4 or 5 or n = 5 and dAl5 = S ).  The Alexander trick, applied
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again, shows {Homeo(7>", dD")\ and {PD(D", t, dD")\ ate contractible.  Therefore

we can complete Theorem 4.4(a) with the following

Theorem 4.5 (Ap.). There exist the following homotopy commutative diagrams

{S* Diff(D", dD")\-ySl"+1\(PLJO )\

{Diff(D", dD")\

a"+ y

>Q"+1i(PL/0)j

S^DiffiD", dD")- ^►O"+1(Topn/0n)

II

~Y
Diff(D", dD")-

o"+1"

-^Q"+'(Top/O)

such that the horizontal arrows are homotopy equivalences for any n in diagram I

and for any n A 5 in diagram 11.   (j"denotes the canonical inclusions Top  /O  —*

Top/0 or PL /0   — PL/O.)
x n      n

Then Cerf 's results   [5] imply ffQ(Diff(D", dD")) — 7r0(Diff(D", dD")) is bijec-

tive and /^(DiffiD", dD")) —» 7Tj(Diff(D", dD")) is surjective as soon as « > 5,

hence we have

Theorem 4.6 (Ap.). If n > 5, r7>e natural inclusions

i"                                                 in

PLn/On_i->.PL/0    «k¿   Topn/0B_i-^ Top/O

induce for homotopy an isomorphism in dimension n + 1 and an epimorphism in

dimension n + 2.
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